
Welcome to the next generation! It´s time for a cool design and even 
more performance – Spülboy NU provides all well known Spülboy 
advantages and an inspiring hygienic design.  
One device, the solution: Sustainability at it´s best!

Welcome to the NU® world!

®

www.spuelboy.de
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PUSH THE BUTTON! HERE COMES THE

NU® WATER +

Art-No 1700140

Less space? One sink 
only? NU can be built  
in easily. Just create  
a cutting out with the  
help of our template  
and hang in the NU.

Intelligent! One-piece construction, two washing 
canisters. Specially the big prewashing and rinse 
canisters suits to all glass even sizes up to 1L.  
NU Trendsetting: the combination of hard- and  
soft plastic components serves a perfect bumper. 

Construction 

Test it! The NU ® generation

One washer, three individual purposes. NU  
convince triple: as modern standard version, as 
flexible portable glass washer or custom made 
built-in device. Our opinion: Wow!

3 in 1  

Style  
NU is pure! Due to the fashion look and fresh color 
NU fulfills all requirements towards a modern and 
hygienic bar area. A design object compelling for 
everyday´s quality.

Hygienic Design 
Clean is cool! The close and solid construction 
is unique and sets fully new standards regarding 
international certifications and regulations. NU 
simplifies workflows and combines innovative 
technic, hygiene and design.

Think new! Clean green. Hygienic glass washing 
without electricity and most economic water 
consumption. Typical: the optimized water supply 
and the efficient water circulation guarantees an 
amazing water quality.

Sustainability
Quality  

Highest Quality! Innovative engineering! 100% 
made in Germany. NU redefines Quality. Spülboy 
NU renounces as much as possible spare parts to 
it´s best. In need just change the brushes, that’s it! 
This is how we define Quality and Efficiency!

STANDARD BUILT-IN
Robust construction, 
quick connection,  
perfect performance. 

And on top: simpliest 
maintenance. 

All over ready for  
use – without sink!  
Just place the drain  
hose to the water  
outlet and wash  
independently.  

No Event
without  NU®

The robust and 
gentle Allrounder

PORTABLE 

Art-No. 1700130

WORLD
INNOVATION
2018Invitation for the freshest Innovation! 

From the 13th to the 15th of November 2018 / Hall 5 booth 405
You cannot wash easier, more comfortable and more hygienic! 
At the touch of a button, new fresh water is quickly refilled if needed.
The new Nu water+ offers proven NU achievements with an extra plus: 
Push the button!

Touching the soft-button, new fresh water is strongly refilling the 
pre-rinse canister. As much and as long as you want.
Just practically: for first-time filling in the morning, after cleaning or when 
fresh water needs to be replenished quickly during intensive operation.    
 

PUSH THE BUTTON! Freshest water is strongly refilling 
the pre-canister. As much and as long you want. 
Just pratically: for first-time filling or when fresh water is 
needed during intensive operation.

READY, 
STEADY, 
CLEAN.



Big plus! The SPÜLBOY ® add ons

Sustained, environmental friendly 
and biodegradable. The original 
Spülboy glass washing tablets. 

All you need to start directly. 
NU single package incl. tabs 
and brush sanitizer.

GLASS WASHING 
TABS

BUNDLE

The perfect addition to the tabs. 
Together unbeatable clean.

Connect every Spülboy  
easy clix and fast.

Change the brushes periodically 
for best hygiene.

„Save the Taste!“  
This is our international aim, especially when it comes to beer: perfect pleasure 
“from the keg to the glass”. Spülboy is an indispensable part of this quality chain 
and is worldwide appreciated by breweries and restaurateurs. Spülboy is setting 
standards for all bar areas because only hygienic, crystal clear glasses guarantee 
the unique taste. 

Your beer deserves it. And your customers will love it. 

Visit us at www.spuelboy.de
Or contact us by phone directly +49 202 69532-0

BRUSH 
SANITIZER

EASY-CLIX®

BRUSH 
SET

CLIX
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Schäfer Produkte GmbH 
Simonshöfchen 53 
42327 Wuppertal 
Germany
Telefon +49 202 69532-0 
E-Mail info@spuelboy.de
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